I. INTRODUCTION
One of mainstream devices classes of controlled mechanical systems are a manipulator mechanisms. For this microcontrollers contained systems is possible to implement in real time the control algorithms of practically every complexity. The phase state of the object is unknown often. The for control action forming necessary information is a vector of measuring data, which dimension is considerably smaller of dimension of phase vector. Therefore in application a most important stage for problem solving is the state estimate of controlled object, which for control action forming is applicable.
The accurate nonlinear mathematical model of investigated system is required for design and realization of on control theory with incomplete information based control action. The standard method dynamics analysis of controlled system is the following: the nonlinear system-defined operating running applied regime is defined, which by concrete program control exists. Further the perturbations (deviations actual behavior of prescribed motion) are considerate and the nonlinear equations of the disturbed motion are obtained. Next the linear approximation is separated in the neighborhood of the undisturbed motion. The linear stabilizing additional on program control is determined for this linear system, which the stability of demanded motion is provided. Thereby small quantity of the deviations actual behavior of prescribed motion is guaranteed for linear approximation. Thereupon the valid conclusion about the smallness of the perturbations can be obtained for nonlinear closed loop system by this stabilizing control, if real parts of all roots of the characteristic equation negative are. There is asymptotic stability with respect to first approximation. It is the simplest case of the stability, but such situation in the stability problems for the systems with geometrical constraints is not possible. There are stability and stabilization problems considerably more complex.
II. OVERVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESULTS
The on the introduction of generalized coordinates based most universal formalism is used traditionally for the investigations of dynamics of mechanical systems. The generalized coordinates are independent parameters in minimal number, which the system configuration uniquely define. Though the definition procedure of such coordinates is not simple problem in practice: it has to consider not free system usually, but the systems with imposed constraints have to research.
That's about the size of it in control problems for multilink manipulators under geometrical constraints. It is convenient [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] to describe the system configuration through parameters 1 ,..., n m+ . The number of such parameters is more as minimal necessary n -number of degrees of freedom. Then m of this n+m parameters are named redundant coordinates. The independent relationship (k=1,…,m)
are bound up n+m parameters. The removal a dependent coordinates from this formulas is reduced to the unwieldy expressions, notably provided that this expressions trigonometric functions enclose ( [2] , p. [20] [21] . In control problems for manipulators exactly such situation occur, e.g., while as the investigated motion of the mechanical gripper with retained object on the prescribed surface located ( [7] , p. 288). The describing formula of this surface is the equation of geometrical constraint.
Lagrange's equations of second kind is inapplicable under constraints [1] [2] [3] . The introduction of independent generalized coordinates with independent variations requires in order to obtain this equations. Lagrange's equations of first kind in Cartesian coordinates or the equations with Lagrange multipliers in redundant curvilinear coordinates [1] [2] [3] are applicable for such systems (in use for control problems of robotic manipulators [7] ). The general number of the equations is the sum of the number of all variables and the number of the constraints. Direct integration for such set of equations is sufficiently complex problem. The necessity of the elimination Lagrange multipliers arose naturally, if the determination the reaction forces of constraints is not required. There are the quite a number methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] for this elimination. For the implement of this procedure have suggested to derive the equations of geometrical constrains in a variety of ways (double derivation ( [3] , p.p. 328-331), once derivation [1, 2, 6] ). The on once derivation of the geometrical constraints based method is developed [6] for the equations of motions, which from general dynamics theorems are obtained. But such on the derivation of conditional equations based methods have not wide spread occurrence (detail survey has adduced in [8, 9 ] ).
Considerably more simple and efficient method was developed in [1] for the obtainment of Lagrange multipliersfree equations of motion in redundant coordinates. The use of such form of the equations in the modeling of dynamics for one class manipulators is developed in present article. The stabilization problems of steady motions for manipulators by geometrical constrains as a system with redundant coordinates are considered. The use of differentiated equations of geometrical constrains inevitably reduces to the availability zero roots of the characteristic equation, if the cyclic velocity in differentiated equations of geometrical constrains absent. Therefore stability of steady motions for systems with redundant coordinates is possible only in critical cases [10] [11] [12] . The simplest case of the stability for such motions is a critical case, when the number of the roots of characteristic equation on the imaginary axis is equal to the number of the geometrical constraints. The absence of the roots of the characteristic equation with positive real parts does not allow to solve stability problem of such motion generally speaking, but the analysis of the nonlinear members is necessary for decision of stability problem in whatever such cases.
The in this article used vector-matrix form of the motions equation allow the application of the previously obtained results [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The using of this type of the equations have shown its efficiency: the vector-matrix form allows to analyse in detail the structure of linear and nonlinear members of the equations of the perturbed motion with the regard of linear and nonlinear substitutions of the theory of the critical cases and this analysis can be simplified vastly herewith [19] . There is to attract attention to fundamental distinction of suggested method: the rigorous methods of nonlinear stability theory are necessary for rigorous foundation of developed modus operandi only. The qualified use of this method dispenses with full digestion of rigorous proofs and substitutions of critical cases theory.
It is necessary to note that considered stabilization problem differs from traditional greatly eg.. [20, pp. 475-514] ): it is required to provide stability with respect to all variables by application of the control with possible smaller dimensionality and with as possible more simple structure [16] [17] [18] , moreover the shaping of this control should take the volume of measuring information as small as possible. These problems present the big interest with standpoint of technical practice.
III. THE SHUL'GIN'S FORM MOTION EQUATIONS IN REDUNDANT

COORDINATES
The detail survey and rigorous foundation for alternative choice this form of the motion equations for stability problems in [8, 9] were implemented. There is written the procedure of the obtaining of this equations only. Consider a mechanical system, whose the number of freedom equal n, and whose position is given by coordinates 1 ,..., n m+ by geometrical constraints (1) . The kinetic energy of the system has the form
summation is performed over repeated indices; the indices vary as follows: , , , 1, ; , 1, . i j k s n v w n n m = = + + Suppose the system is acted on by potential forces with energy ( ) q Π and non-potential to coordinates corresponding forces ( , ) v Q  . We will assume that 
If the depended velocities were eliminated taking (2) into consideration, the scalar motion equations in M.F. Shul'gin's form are [9] in Lagrangian variables * * ( ) ( ) ; 
On the basis of rigorous methods of nonlinear stability theory by the use (3) were obtained [8, 9] sufficient conditions for stability of equilibrium positions and steady motions of mechanical systems with geometrical constraints. Thereafter the stabilization procedure were developed [21] [22] [23] for equilibrium positions of such systems. This procedure were used [21, 22] by stabilization problem solving for concrete systems. For stabilization problem of steady motions were obtained [9, 19, 24] desk study. The stabilization problem solving for concrete steady motion is not considered.
IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The algorithm of investigation of stabilization problems steady motions is developed here for the systems with geometrical constraints. Solve stabilization problem of steady motion for as simple as possible model of manipulator with geometrical costraint. As is (generally) known, the holonomic system has the steady motion, if this system has at least one cyclic coordinate. For simplicity consider the system with one position coordinate, one cyclic coordinate and one redundant coordinate, moreover the geometrical constraint equation has such form, which in detail [9, [21] [22] [23] [24] previously were investigated.
The manipulator (Fig. 1) has two freedom and two actuator P1 and P2. Configuration of the mechanical part of this system can be determined by three parameters: turning angle a of the manipulator link OM in the plane Oxy (x A , y A ) and B(x B , y B ) is constant) is specified as
The system is acted on by the nonpotential force 2 2 ; ;
where k 2 -electromechanical constant of the electric drive, b 0 -coefficient of rotation resistant. The redundant coordinate velocity can be expressed as a function of all variables and independent velocities after differentiating (5) with respect to time.
If the depended velocities were eliminated taking (7) into consideration, then 
Using systems (3) and (4) it is possible to calculate values of systems at the prescribed steady motion (8): 
The next step is analyzing perturbed motion equations in the form (3) . Give the coordinates perturbation: 
  
There are two actuators in the considered system and both motors can be enabled. But in the considered system the actuator P2 is enabled only under the problem statement. It is necessary to obtain the control u -the boosting voltage on the armature of electric motor of actuator P2by which the motion (8) , (9) [25, 26] is used:
The matrix M in (10) results the form after (11): 
( , ) m m kB a p = +  and the system (11) will take so-called special form of the theory of critical cases [10] [11] [12] . It gives the possibility to separate controlled subsystem, which can be written as ; 
The controllability condition is satisfied for the system (12): ( ) The coefficients of the control laws can be found by solving linear-quadratic problems using N.N. Krasovsky method [20, pp. 475-514] . Computational solution can be found by Repin-Tretyakov procedure [20, pp. 499-503] . This procedure has tye software implementation [27] .
V. CONCLUSION
In the work the problem of steady motions stabilization for the mechanical systems with the geometrical constraints is investigated. The general method for mathematical modeling of dynamics for this class systems is obtained by the consideration such systems as a holonomic systems with redundant coordinates. The accurate nonlinear mathematical model was constructed, using the motion equations in M.F. Shul'gin's form [1] . Using rigorous methods of analytical mechanics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , nonlinear stability theory [10] [11] [12] , N.N. Krasovsky method [23, pp. 475-514] and previously obtained results [8, 9, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [21] [22] [23] [24] is developed the procedure for the unique determination of the coefficients of the stabilizing control. For the practical calculation of the coefficients can be applied Repin-Tretyakov procedure [20, pp. 499-503] . The proposed method is used for stabilization problem of steady motion of the manipulator with geometrical constraints.
